SECOND UNITED NATIONS CONGRESS ON THE PREVENTION
OF CRIME AND THE TREATMENT OF OFFENDERS

Ladies' Programme

1. The following visits of interest to ladies have been arranged on
   Wednesday, 17th August, 1960, especially for wives of participants.

2. Applications for inclusion in a particular visit should be made
to the information desk in the Information Centre (Bishop Partridge
Hall) as early as possible during the first week of the Congress.

(a) Visit to the Headquarters of the Women's Voluntary Service,
   41, Tothill Street, Westminster, London S.W.1, at the
   invitation of the Chairman of the Women's Voluntary Service,
   the Dowager Marchioness of Reading, G.B.E. Tea will be
   served at 4 p.m.

(b) Visit to a Fashion Parade presented by "Jacquemar" in their
    Fashion Theatre at 2.15 p.m. The theatre is at 16, Grosvenor
    Street, London W.1.

(c) Visit to "Elizabeth Arden Ltd.," beauty specialists,
    76, Grosvenor Street, London W.1. A talk on "Top to Toe
    Grooming" and a demonstration on the art of Make-up will be
    given at 2.30 p.m.

(d) Visit to Marshall and Snelgrove (Debenhams) Ltd., Oxford
    Street, London W.1, at 2.30 p.m. Visitors will see some-
    thing of the complex organisation behind one of London's
    best known stores.

(e) Tour of the main London depot of United Dairies Ltd., at
    5, South Lambeth Road, London S.W.8, where visitors will see
    how a large part of London gets its daily milk supply.
3. All these establishments are within easy reach of Church House by public transport.

Visits to Institutions on 17th August, 1960

4. The British Organizing Committee regret that it has been found necessary to amend the programme of visits which was mailed to participants in advance of the Congress.

(a) Visit Nos. 1 and 14 have been cancelled. Participants who applied to be included in these visits have been allocated tickets for one of the other institutions for which they expressed a preference.

(b) For Visit No. 2 there has been substituted: Essex Home, Chelmsford, Essex, an approved school for 96 boys aged between 13 and 15 on admission; and Boyles Court Remand Home, Brentwood, Essex, a remand home for 40 boys.

(c) Visit No. 10 will not now include St. Vincent's Approved School. Instead, participants will be able to spend some time in Tunbridge Wells during the afternoon. Tunbridge Wells was first popularised as a Spa resort in the early 17th century when it was frequented by royalty and "many great persons". It was later associated with Beau Nash. It is famous for its chalybeate spring and a secluded walk known as "The Pantiles".

(d) In Visit No. 13, the Royal Philanthropic Society's School, Redhill, Surrey, a classifying and training school for 80 boys, has been substituted for St. Thomas More Approved School.

6. Participants who have not already applied for a ticket for any visit in which they would like to take part should apply at the ticket issue desk in the Information Centre (Bishop Partridge Hall). The revised list of visits is given as an annexe to this note.
SECOND UNITED NATIONS CONGRESS ON THE
PREVENTION OF CRIME AND THE TREATMENT
OF OFFENDERS

VISITS TO INSTITUTIONS

WEDNESDAY, 17TH AUGUST, 1960

Visit No.

2. ESSEX HOME, CHELMSFORD, ESSEX, an approved school for 96 boys aged between 13 and 15 on admission; and BOYLES COURT REMAND HOME, BRENTWOOD, ESSEX, a remand home for 40 boys.

3. BANSTEAD HALL APPROVED SCHOOL, BANSTEAD, SURREY, an approved school for 77 boys aged 14½ but under 17 on admission; and STAMFORD HOUSE REMAND HOME, LONDON, a remand home for 100 boys.

4. CAMPSEFIELD HOUSE DETENTION CENTRE, KIDLINGTON, OXON, a detention centre for 71 male offenders aged 14 but under 17 on admission. This visit will be made in the morning and delegates will be able to spend some time in the University City of Oxford during the afternoon.

5. CAMPSEFIELD HOUSE DETENTION CENTRE, KIDLINGTON, OXON, a detention centre for 71 male offenders aged 14 but under 17 on admission. This visit will be made in the afternoon and delegates will be able to spend some time in the University City of Oxford during the morning.

6. BLANTYRE HOUSE DETENTION CENTRE, GOUDHURST, KENT, a detention centre for 74 youths aged 17 but under 21 on conviction; and ST. LAURENCE APPROVED SCHOOL, TUNBRIDGE WELLS, KENT, an approved school for 32 girls aged 15 but under 17 on admission.

7. KNOTLEY HALL APPROVED SCHOOL, TUNBRIDGE, KENT, an approved school for 50 boys aged 10½ but under 13 on admission; and BLANTYRE HOUSE DETENTION CENTRE, GOUDHURST, KENT, a detention centre for 74 youths aged 17 but under 21 on conviction.

8. HUNTERCOMBE BORSTAL INSTITUTION, HENLEY-ON-THAMES, OXON, an open training institution for 139 boys. A stop will be made at the University City of Oxford on the return journey.

9. ROCHESTER BORSTAL INSTITUTION, BORSTAL, KENT, a closed training institution for 354 boys.

10. EAST SUTTON PARK BORSTAL INSTITUTION, MAIDSTONE, KENT, an open training institution for 51 girls. This visit will be made in the morning and participants will be able to spend some time in Tunbridge Wells during the afternoon.
11. LATCHMERE HOUSE BORSTAL INSTITUTION, NR. RICHMOND, SURREY, a reception centre for 139 borstal boys; and PRINCESS MARY VILLAGE HOMES, WEYBRIDGE, SURREY, an approved school for 112 girls up to the age of 15 on admission.

12. FELTHAM BORSTAL INSTITUTION, FELTHAM, MIDDLESEX, a closed training institution for 367 boys; and FINNART HOUSE APPROVED SCHOOL, WEYBRIDGE, SURREY, an approved school for 63 boys aged 10½ but under 13 on admission.

13. LEWES PRISON, LEWES, SUSSEX, a local prison for untried men and young prisoners; and THE ROYAL PHILANTHROPIC SOCIETY'S SCHOOL, REDHILL, SURREY, a classifying and training school for 80 boys.

15. EASTCHURCH PRISON, ISLE OF SHEPPEY, KENT, an open prison for young men and specially selected prisoners transferred from other establishments. This prison also has a separate wing for preventive detention prisoners; and MAIDSTONE PRISON, MAIDSTONE, KENT, a closed training prison for 473 men.

16. MAIDSTONE PRISON, MAIDSTONE, KENT, a closed training prison for 473 men; and EASTCHURCH PRISON, ISLE OF SHEPPEY, KENT, an open prison for young men and specially selected prisoners transferred from other establishments. This prison also has a wing for preventive detention prisoners.

17. HILL HALL PRISON, EPPING, ESSEX, an open prison for 72 women; and CHELMSFORD PRISON, CHELMSFORD, ESSEX, a special prison for recalled preventive detention and corrective training men prisoners.

18. WORMWOOD SCRUBS PRISON, LONDON, a large prison with separate wings fulfilling different functions. The hospital in this prison is the most comprehensive in the prison department and includes modern surgical and psychiatric centres; and HOLLOWAY PRISON, LONDON N.7., a large prison for women including those sentenced to preventive detention and corrective training. This prison also has a borstal recall section for girls.

19. WANDSWORTH PRISON, LONDON, a large local prison for men prisoners of the ordinary class from the London area. This prison contains an allocation centre for corrective training prisoners and prisoners sentenced to preventive detention; and PENTONVILLE PRISON, LONDON, N.7., a large local prison for men prisoners of the ordinary class from the London area.
This archiving project is a collaborative effort between United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime and American Society of Criminology, Division of International Criminology. Any comments or questions should be directed to Cindy J. Smith at CJSmithphd@comcast.net or Emil Wandzilak at emil.wandzilak@unodc.org.